UTILITY TRAILER AUTOMATIC LIGHT & ELECTRICAL TESTER
STREAMLINE ELECTRICAL INSPECTIONS
With the included remote control, a single technician
can complete a 360° visual inspection while the

PRO-CHECK 725 performs a complete automated
the circuitry test.

MINIMIZED TRAINING
The PRO-CHECK’s use is straightforward and intuitive,
providing shops with minimal downtime caused from
training.

ACCURATE BATTERY READINGS
The LITE-CHECK, PRO-CHECK 725 makes
troubleshooting brake-battery issues easy.

INCREASED ACCURACY
The LITE-CHECK, PRO-CHECK 725 provides
technicians fault information via audible alarm and
an easily read digital screen so technicians can more
easily identify the location and ﬁx for electrical faults.

The PRO-CHECK 725 is a complete utility trailer electrical diagnostic tester with a standard 12VDC 7-way ﬂat-pin connector.
The tester’s proprietary software automatically presents technicians with circuit voltage, amperage, and condition on an easy to
read digital screen. Circuit faults (open, short, open ground, chassis ground) are identiﬁed and displayed and a unique fault alarm
is sounded to alert technicians. The software protects vehicle wiring with automatic shutdown when presented with excessive
amperage and low voltage settings.
The PRO-CHECK 725 has the unique features of reading the brake battery voltage and the electric brake circuit amperage for
easy troubleshooting. The digital display oﬀers accurate circuit conditions every time.
Included is a full function remote control which has the same functionality as working directly from the tester. This remote control
provides the user with the ability to easily use the PRO-CHECK 725 from anywhere around the trailer being inspected and
perform a complete 360° visual inspections.

PRO-CHECK 725 PACKAGES
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION
PRO-CHECK 725DC TESTER
Simply connect the PRO-CHECK 725 to a reliable 12VDC power supply and you’ll be ready to the lights and
electrical system of any utility trailer.
Includes: (1) PRO-CHECK 725DC, (1) Full-Function Remote Control, (1) Orange Remote Control Pouch, Black/Red Battery Clamps

USABLE WITH ALL
UTILITY TRAILERS

FULL-FUNCTION
REMOTE CONTROL
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